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The Spanish residential market is undergoing a comprehensive struc-
tural change and, compared to other European markets, has special 
characteristics that open up attractive investment opportunities. 
Contrary to the majority of European markets, which showed price 
increases far exceeding rental growth due to asset price inflation, 
Spain shows an opposite trend. The reasons for this development 
lie in the enormous demand for rental housing, which differs sub-
stantially from the market supply.

The Spanish housing market is characterised by a historical owner-
ship rate of around 80%, but increased prices, reforms in equity 
requirements as well as a change in mentality have led to the unaf-
fordability of home ownership or personal preferences driving the 
demand for rental apartments. However, this is countered by low 
levels of new construction and a highly fragmented, as privately 
owned, rental market that barely exists. 

To meet the pent-up as well as future demand for rental apartments, 
institutionalisation of the segment is imperative. Companies that 
have a strong local network and the corresponding know-how are 
thus offered attractive opportunities. Investments meet a massive 
surplus demand, which is also characterised by potential catch-up 
potential in terms of value development compared to the Western 
European markets.
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More than a decade of low interest rate policies in response to the 
economic dislocations following the global financial crisis posed sig-
nificant challenges for investors in Europe as well as throughout the 
western world. As bond markets generally did not show positive real 
interest rates or even negative nominal interest rates, demand for 

Spain, however, shows a picture opposite to the European trend. 
Compared to the development of house prices, rents increased many 
times faster over time. Apart from the drastic correction of house 

alternative asset classes increased. Especially real assets, including 
the important real estate segment, benefited from this development. 
Instead of moderate economic inflation, which is the declared goal 
and original task of the ECB, asset price inflation took place. 

prices after the bursting of the real estate bubble in 2008, this devel-
opment is largely due to a housing market in Spain that is undergoing 
a structural change.

1 Eurostat (2022)

House price and rental price development in European comparison 2010–2021 (in %) 1

   House price       Rent price

LU +124
+16

AT +109
+45

DE +93
+17

SE +88
+20

PT +64
+25

NL +57
+33

DK +48
+20

IE +46
+74

EU 27 +42
+16

FR +28
+8

ES +1
+5

+7IT -12

Low interest rate policy leads to asset price inflation

What a required equity share of 30 % means

With the reform of lending, equity requirements in particular were 
increased. While the possibility of 100% financing allowed the own-
ership rate to rise to 80% in the past, today at least 20% of the 
purchase price and additionally around 10% for ancillary acquisition 
costs are required in equity capital in order to gain access to a 
mortgage.

As a result, large parts of the population who do not have corre-
sponding savings do not have the opportunity to acquire residential 
property. Young population groups in particular lack the necessary 
equity capital. As a result, the ownership rate in the 18-29 age group 
fell from over 50% to less than 30%. The average age of buyers rose 
to 41 years, which is also a peak value in European comparison. 
Accordingly, the demand for rental properties is increasing rapidly.
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Proportion of 18–34 year olds living in their parents’ house 

Source: Aquila Capital; Eurostat (2019)
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Construction activity

However, the developments are contrasted by low activity in the 
construction sector. After the peak of the construction boom, which 
came to an end with the onset of the crisis in 2008, the number of 
new apartments fell drastically. From around 600,000 new dwellings 
in 2007, only slightly more than 5% remained in 2014.
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2 Aquila Capital Research (2022)
3 INE (2022)

In the period from 2008 to 2021, household growth exceeded new 
housing construction by a total of half a million. These households 
had to be absorbed by the existing stock. The housing market in 
Spain is correspondingly tight, reflected not only in rising rents but 
also in existing housing conditions due to a lack of supply.

The chart above illustrates that the trend is not limited to the younger 
generation. Apart from the age group over 65, where the increase 
is only marginal but still positive, all age groups show significant 
increases in housing for rent. But is a market that has been 

The pent-up demand for housing, especially in the rental segment, 
is additionally present and at historically high levels. An existing 
excess demand for rental housing of about 2.5 million households 
can be assumed.

characterised by rising ownership rates for decades prepared for this 
structural change?

Not at all!

Supply and demand imbalance (number of households in relation to housing completions) 2
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In line with historical demand, the residential markets in Spain are 
dominated by owner-occupied housing. While in Madrid, Valencia 
and Malaga only 10 % –  20 % of the stock is available for the rental 
market, Barcelona, with around 30 %, is also clearly underdeveloped 

The focus on real assets triggered by low interest rates, especially in 
the real estate segment, led to considerable compression of purchase 
yields in the European residential market. In this case, prices increased 
much faster than rents, driven by investor demand. Since the yield 
is calculated as the quotient of annual rent divided by purchase price, 
investors are faced with persistently declining yield potential.

However, in contrast to the European trend, Spain shows an inverse 
ratio. Due to the enormous excess demand for rental flats, the 

in a European comparison. In addition, 90 % of the rental market is 
owned by private individuals. The consequences can be seen in the 
strong fragmentation of the market segment, which lacks 
professionalism.

dynamics of rental prices exceeded those of purchase prices. As a 
result, the yield compression observed throughout Europe did not 
occur in the Spanish market as a whole.

In the result, Spain has one of the highest return potentials within 
the European residential real estate segment. The individual domes-
tic markets within Spain also reflect this development.

Rental market Spain

Yield potential

The focus on home ownership is reflected in the conditions of the 
Spanish housing markets. Especially in the economic centres of Spain, 
which offer career prospects, the rental markets are from severely 
underdeveloped to barely existent.

Market structure of European metropolises in comparison (in %) 4

4 Colliers (2022)
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5 Idealista (2022); BNP (2022)

Yield development in Spanish cities 5

While yields in the economic centres are also below the national 
average, the average yields (i. e. including second hand transactions) 
illustrate a high degree of stability, as prices and rents show similar 
dynamics. But even with reference to the prime yields (1 % of trans-
actions with the highest price achieved), yield compression remains 
at a moderate level. This correlation is underlined by the fact that 

The Spanish residential market has one of the largest potentials in 
Europe. Driven by strong structural tailwinds in the market and 
increasing investor interest, convergence within Europe offers sig-
nificant upside potential.

However, the strong fragmentation of the market towards institu-
tionalisation must first be overcome. While international investors 
face challenges due to a lack of investment projects and rising con-
struction prices, among other factors, the focus is on long-term 
partnerships with project developers.

the compression of prime yields in Spanish metropolitan areas over 
the 5-year period between 2016 and 2020 is in line with the decline 
of the overall European market in the past year alone. On average, 
European yields fell by 5.6 % between Q3 2020 and Q3 2021, which 
corresponds to a compression of 40 basis points.

This creates competitive advantages for companies with strong local 
networks and expertise. The resulting opportunities to realise econ-
omies of scale and favour new construction offer opportunities to 
benefit first-hand from the development of the market and thus 
realise the catch-up potential to Western European markets.

Conclusion

Link to full version
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This document has been prepared for informational purposes only. It constitutes neither an investment advice, an investment service nor the 
invitation to make offers or any declaration of intent, in particular, any reference to example products or the indicative investment conditions 
is soley for the purpose of better comprehensibility and presentation]; the contents of this document also do not constitute a recommenda-
tion for any other actions. This document and the information contained therein may be incomplete and subject to change and must therefore 
be regarded as non-binding. The validity of the provided information and the conclusions drawn are limited to the date of preparation of this 
document and may change in course of your objectives or in course of other reasons, especially the market development, changes in the legal, 
political and economic environment as well as they may be affected by any consequences arising out of or in connection with the current 
Corona pandemic. The sources of information are considered reliable and accurate, however we do not guarantee the validity and the actu-
ality of the provided information and disclaim all liability for any damages that may arise from the use of the information. Historical information 
cannot be understood as a guarantee for future earnings. Predictions concerning future developments only represent forecasts. Statements 
to future economic growth depend on historical data and objective methods of calculation and must be interpreted as forecasts that are 
subject to various influencing factors, including the ones mentioned above. No assurances or warranties are given, that any indicative per-
formance or return will be achieved.

The terms Aquila and Aquila Capital comprise companies for alternative and real asset investments as well as sales, fund-management and 
service companies of Aquila Capital (“Aquila Capital” meaning Aquila Capital Holding GmbH and its affiliates in the sense of sec. 15 et seq. 
of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG)). 
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